R3 has been granted COVID funding from EIT Manufacturing as part of the EIT
Crisis Response Initiative. The grant was created to assist promising European
startups whose survival has been compromised by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
and recession.
The two key threats to be addressed are:
a) Halted or delayed R&D
b) Blocked market access or cancelled client orders and negotiations due to scarce
funds

In the midst of the worst economic turmoil since the Great Depression, market
stimulus is important for ongoing commercial activity within Europe. To this end,
the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) has devoted 60m EUR to
finance Europe’s startup ecosystem, 3m of which was granted to its EIT
Manufacturing non-profit organization.
EIT Manufacturing in turn released an open call requesting European startups to
submit an outline on the impacts COVID-19 has had on their operations, as well as
a business case for the future and the resources they would require. Over 60
applications were submitted and 12 finalists – including R3 – were preselected by a
jury of experts representing various European venture capital firms.
After a three-week due diligence investigation, R3 was selected amongst seven
other companies to enter a financing agreement with the non-profit. The reasons
for R3’s inclusion were:
1) The prospect of removing cables in shop floors “is important,” as it will increase the
reliability and cost-effectiveness of manufacturing both in Europe and globally
2) Deep tech solutions such as EchoRing require years of ongoing R&D without
immediate return on investment
3) R3’s management team has so far demonstrated its competency and efficient use of
funds

On top of a 300,000 EUR grant (potentially to be extended), EIT Manufacturing has
appointed a supervisory board member to assist R3 in expanding business
throughout Europe. It has also granted R3 access to the EIT Manufacturing Network
and its contacts.

